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A b s t r a c t .

A dynamical aechanisa for the л Ха1/2 rule in the nonleptonic

decays of the strange particles is «sonaidered. The needs interactions

are deaeribed withia the tfeinber^-Salam model while the strong inter-

action* are «osuaed to oe mediated by exchange of an octet of vns

colour vector gluons. It is shown that tae account of the stronj iater-

astieaa glvef rise to tiu> new operators in the effective Hamilto-

niaa of weaic interactions which contain buth left- and right-handed

feraions. These operators satisfy the Л 1=1/2 rule and the estimates

within tbe relativistic qumrk model indicate that their contribu-

tion dooinates the physical aaplitudee of the К-*Я,Т, 31Г decays.
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1. Introduction,

In this note we will consider a possible dynamical mechanism

for the Д I ж Ji rule in the nonleptonic decays of strange par-

ticles. The paper consists of the two parts. Ifirst, we will de-

rive the effective Hamiltonian of weak interactions arising from

the account of strong interactions at short distances and,second-

ly, we will estimate the matrix elements from it.

We will consider the "standard" model according to which the

strong interactions are mediated by an octet of colour mass-

lees giuons while weak interactions are described by the Sfein-

berg - Salam model ./ith four quarks, p, n, A and c. Within this

framework there was obtained recently a number of interesting re-

C£ 31

suits concerr-ing the structure of weak interactions ' . "The

i<iea i s to calculate the log A*Wterms by means of the renormaliaa-

tion group, where At^is the interniediate l.7-boson mass. Such loga-

riehaic teras arise from the graphs with the gluon exchange and i t

«us shown in papers ' that the effective Haniltonian obtained

1P this way differs troa fcb- usual product of charged currents in

soae pieces of the product are enhanced and some others are

V« will «ho» tHat th* account of strong interactions not only

aodifiei tbt> rolativ* etrength of various pieces of the bare Haoil-

tonlan but щХао give* rise to the аяш structure* of the type

0 i s tht ?«rai coupling conetejit, Э i s the Gablbbo angle

•ft«J cooitafli1 с is related to the hadronle, l-bo*oc ш&выз and

ЫяшЬлаЬ f; p, a, X art the opcfmtore of the cor-

«joutr* field*.

J



Unlike the bare Hamilton!an, the new piece л Н„ contains

along with the left-handed particles */£ the right-hanied

ferraions ^ , where ̂  &= £&*]&)^ • I n «hat follows it is

essential that /} H^ satisfies the Л 1=1/2 rule and commutes

with (V - A) generators of the chiral 3U(2) x SU(2) group.

we will, estimate the matrix elements from А Н.„ for kaonic

decays, N-*.?7r , </#"
 t

 whithin the quark model with light
г*]

quarks
1
-
 J
. It turns out that the matrix element fro.-n the Ha~i 1-

tonian (1) is greatly enhanced as compared with the matrix ele-

moat from the Hamiltonian containing the l«ft-haaded particles

alone. The reason is that Л К„ can annihilate both the left- and

right-harmed quarks from which the mesons are constructed.

However, an errplicit calculation shows that although coe-

fficient с in Eq(l) contains positive powers of log м* and of

log M
C
 it is rather szaall numerically. For this reason the

balance between the enhancement of the matrix element and small-

ness of the coefficient с is a rather delicate one. Estimates

still indicate that Л Е^ dominates the physical amplitudes.

If the 47*1/2 rule is due to the piece of the Hamilton!an

(1), then then Arises an implication for the decays of the

charmed particles. The matter is that there is no analogous

term for the decays of the charmed particles and for this reason

the estimates of the relative probability of leptonic and nonlep-

toaic decays of the charmed particles, extrapolated from the

data on the K-оецоп decays'-^' -<
t
 may change, with more cpace

given to the leptonic decoys. Let us note that in SefsP'^Jthe

cniianccaent of the aocleptcnic decays, of the charmed particles

1э predicted baaing on an alternative explanation of the Л 1=1/2

rule* *( In Sefa. * the A 1=1/2 is referred to the dynamical en-

banocaent of the correcponding piece of the Hbaili;onian of the

left-haded particles interaction ).



13,. Sumnjatlon of the leading logarithmic terms.

In this Section we will consider the Hamiltonian of weak inter-

actions in tb
s
 leading approximation in g^ln U/м where in is

some hadronic mass .and U is some large mass scale. Usually II

stands for the iV-boson mass fa , but in the case considered Ы is

sometimesyu™ and sometimes the mass of the charmed quark A^ .

Formally, we assume tn&.fc /*<V*
t
 **/**/• Since Af

c
 can be in fact

not too large,say, 2-3GeV , the correction from the neglected tarrns

is large,generally speaking. Still, it seems useful to sum up all

the leading log terms and find the amplitude in a self-consistent

way. .»

Lee us start ri.th the consideration of the contribution of

the first order in 'jr (Hereafter we define the quark-gluon inter--

action vertex as •*
>
У/-.и r4i

W Q
ere t (a=l,..,3) are the 31/(3) mat-

Z v/- /* ̂

rices in the colour space,G^, is the gluon field, and matrices t

are normalised by the conclitica Sf>(£b-J=fd ), in H.g.i all the

graphs containing the facto.' g ln>u*/ мь
 , where м is soma ciia-

racteristic mass, a~.*e represe.Yted (hereafter we use t>ie Landan.

gauge for the gluon field). Toe graphs of Pigs.la and. 4bare in

fact studied in Bef's. and we will concentrate ourselves on the

graph of Pig.lc. The explicit expression for it .U as folL

^c~f ££- (**^-е»4%У (2)

•here к i s the momentum transfer and we have suppressed the colour

indices. Eq. (2) in valid for al l the outer aonenti scalar products

of the order >»A <md we neglected the ouark aaeaes as compared

with the paraaste;.* м of the infra-red cu.t-e.tf.

Hatrix element (2) Tanlsaee In th* Hal t if exact Sn(4)-sy-

leetry, or coinciding aasaes of the p-*n^e--quar.V3. B»*rer, i t tends

to и м onl/ aa *'*~А*1//*1' (or а* ^уЦ^?" *•? /*Y0vxA f o r



'case of /Mfc"»!** the matrix element i s not suppressed. Let us

no tic» that at this point our conclusious ars at variance with

those of Ref,u '* where i t i s virtually assumed that al l the graphs

except for those of the type represented ia Figs, la- ,1b have ex-

tra factors of the order Qut-/u]

For the physical applications considered below i t i s sui-

ficient to use the calculations of the first ouler ia Q . To be

more precise, however, we will sum a l l the terms of the order .

Of &"/**//&)*' o r Cfl'£ul£/*lt)>b • "И"'6 summation of such terms

can be performed, by solving the renormalizatior. group equations

as was suggested in Refs. ' and applied to the wea& interactions

in Refs. ' .

The account for the virtual gluons with momenta squared ran-
o 2

ging from p£ to p^ leads ,in general, to the appearence of the
factor

where g (pr) i s the effective charge of jluon intei-action with
p

momentum squired p . The v^lue of constant £ in Eq.(3) caa ae

inferred from the lowest order calculation in the pertubatioa the-

ory.

Let us devide the whole range of integration over the virtual

moaeota into two iatei'Vals* one e:rtendiag froa u^ to i ^

and the other covering the iunee froa u. to jU^. . In tb*

former inter/al the graphs of the type represented in ?ig. l c

«Lth p- and c-cuarks in the intermediate state cancel each other

ia the le&di££ logarithmic г. opi-oxiziatioa. Hie summation of the

graphs of the type represented in Pigs, la and lb leads to the

effective SJaalltoatan obtained ia
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where

and 0. are this local four-fexmion operators with various

selection rules in isotopic and unitary spin;

2X.fr \

where we indicated in the parentheses the properties of the

corresponding operators with respect to the unitary (SU(5))

and ieotopic (SU(2))groups. The colour i»dices are suppressed

and,e.g., \fr»upLYfi fi

(i,k = 1,2,3).

Let as consider now the virtual momenta ranging from мь \

to Me . Apart from the graphs of Figs, la and 1b the graph.

of Pig.lc i s essential in this case. Tbe effective Hamiltonian

am contains both right- and left-handed frmions since the

strong coupling of gluons to quarks i s involved. For thXa rea-

son two new operators are added to to the set (6 ):

(<*!,* f *y*)
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The higher order corrections in gluon exchange mix operators

°l'
0
2'°5

>0
6

 w h i l e
 leaving 0, and 0^ diagonal since strong inter-

actions induce inAnsLtivns оя£у among operators with tae same selec-

tion rules in isotopic and unitary spin.

To find the, linear combinations of operators '"h 2 5 б

which are renormalized multiplicatively we need to calculate "the

siting of the operators in *;b.e first order in g . Let us define

the matrix к in such a way that the correction to operators

2 A4Z

0, -i * e In. f ir3t order in g In <_&. i s given by

/

where О i s understood as a matrix with one row Wi 0 QC Q\

The straightforward calculation gives

7 з

L
3

L
б

3 з

б i

The characteristic values of this matrix are aa follows

while tae eigea vectors are given by

\Л *-
2 - 0.03* 0 5 - 0.048 0 6

0~ * o. 1st os - o. 303 0g

(1С)

-0.20ZQS+ O6

1Эзс effect of strong interactions at snail distances reduces

for th#ae operators to the aultl plica tire renomalization l>y

aosc power of the •ffeetiv* chare*»



where

- (W

Let us notice that the replacement of the coefficient 25/3 in.

the log' term in Kq. (,£") by coefficient 9 in Eq, (7,2) is due to

the fact that the contribution of the с с" pair into the vacuum

polarization is not logarithmic for the sioneata considered.

For the diagonal operators 0- a 0? and ITg a 6
{
. the

calculation of the lowest order graphs leads to

*s9X6--2 j иы~>ии(жг)
Хт/9 „ ^^6 (13)

To fin<4 the final answer for the effective дащ-ltonian one

has to rspresent the Hamiltonian (̂ /) as а зил of diauO^al ope-

rators U^ (i-l,..,6) aad multiply each ope.̂ ator hj the factor

к^а.) . in this way we have

жГо, (о. SB > £ ¥ \ o.oi ^ *

- a /f X ? M x

10



!Phe account of the virtual momenta ranging from /U. to

doss not change drastical ly ISae Hamiltoniaa of tne> left-handed

particles found in E e f s . * where the annihilation

graphs of the type represented in Fig. Ac, were not considered.

The emergence of the n*w structures (^) seems to be more im-

portant. As faCterui /*•»: estimates presented in the neact Section the

corresponding matrix elemait3 can be large.

ГГГ . Estimates of. the matrix elements.

In t h i s Section we will consider the matrix element ot the

K-T transition

whithin a simple quarto model. As i s well known a l l the matrix ele»

meats of IC"»i?' $Tf decavs reduce to that of N~fl" transit ion

by application of tue standard soft pi on technique. Ihis circum-

stance as well a s the simple quarlc structure serve as the motiva-

tion of our choice to consider the K-JT transit ion.

We wi l l assume that It (K) consists of a pair of quark-

-antiquaxlc. Matrix eLemsnts C'JS") can be then represented in the

fore С for example, for

where i,<f «re the colour indices.

Only th« contribution of th» vacuum intermediate state i s

kept in Eq. (46) since th^ many quark admixure in the mesons

wave functions i s neglected. I t i s worth emphasizing that Щ.

(16} aceeuttts for the contribution of the vacuum state both

in the s - mad tr-(u>- channels (to calculate tiie i a t ter we use *b.e

?ierz traneteraaticn of the four-fermi.on operater). l a t h i s res-

pect cst inate (.16) d i f fers from the more familar one which keeps

ooly the contribution «f the s-cfcarmel vacuum s t a t e . From the

point of view the vacuum state i n t-(u-)cakunei

I t



corresponds fco the pi on and higher mass states In the s-chamel.

Since W К -raesoms are colour singlets we have

where îr and t̂c ore the constants cf the тг-э/чу * К"*/* У decays,

Км. i s the four-moinentura of trie meson. Thus, we get for M,

M^-j if hfa ** (18)
Let us estimate now the matrix elements froa 0c,0,-. To this

end we use the Fierz transforaation

Г
чя
 - ~Z VIL Y

4K
 Узя ?яс (1Э)

and the divergence equation

which is valid both for the bare and interacting quarks in the mo-

del considered.

As a result we have

If the K-meson is on-jaasc-shell then the ratio of the matrix

elements is equal to

where v;e used for the quart- masces the values obtained in fiefs! ,

><<, - ?.ч- iieV, i t,^ 150 EieV. Let us notice that any reference to

the quark mass could be avoided by using the SU(6)-t;ype relations

between the matrix elements ^TT
+
 [pfe* \ °^> ^

d
 A f°

la this way one can get,for example
ГЛ1
u J

where F
w
 = •{^/fe ъ Q 68 A»

r
 and fm is defined by the re-

lation <j* 1^
 й К ч 10>=^,€:п , numerically, FJ, * 1 O m

r



It Is worth to emphasize that the ratio (22) turns oat

to be large cot because the matrix elements from C,-, Og are

anomalously large but rather because the matrix element from the

standard Baalltonian 1Ц is saall. The reason is that X , К mesons

cental;; both left- and right-handed quarks while CL can annlhi-

late only left-headed i article a (the two paicicle operator Ad 3n-

is not important in the Uamiltonlac because of small - of order

~ coefficient). For light quarks this amounts to a

suppression of the Mrraapcnding catriz elements. This suppression

manifests ite*lf i s the smallness cf сопя taste jftr » JK • which

ar* of the order of m t .

Thus the ratio of the matrix elements Me and 2Ц i s quite

larc*. Eowtvwr the correeponding operator Oc enters the expansion

of the effecti»« Haailtonian with s rather email coefficient, л

6.3 10 . Moreover, the contiibution of 0,, i s enhanced djnaEically

bj m factor of 2.4 iue to the «ummation of the log term*. In this

T;«J we s»t a factor of 1/37 down and If a? I tije estimates are tsJcen

l i teral l j tht contribution of 0, into the phjeical amplitudes la

largvr bj a factor of - 2 than that of operator 0^» Inaerical est i-

«At«a are mad* «bora under the following choice of parameters:

/И.О.? S#», Д • 2 G#V, /Ww . 70 Cef, pY/bVAff-i

If other valuus of paramocera /ч , /uc «^«/ were accepted the

final aoamr £or the ratio r*f contributions of Oc » 0̂  would b*

•litfitl* dlffmrat.

If ев* ooamide^«s decay a of charged particles the corres -

poadiag piece of to« Baailtoniaa ooatainlng the analog of 0^ vaai-

ahtt» 1ж til* limit of SUO) aad therefor* i t s contribution 1* great-

ly suppressed. ТЬмл i f nonleptooic dncajrs of th? C-mamons are due

to *ч tructures in Ящ (that t* 0, , 0 £ ) then thr* i s no reason

to be l i e n that oonlcptonlo decay* of charaed particles are enhaced.

Sine* tb* balanc* b*tw«*a «tootributleos of 0^ and 0, 1* rather

d*llea«* as I t fol low froa th* •ctiaatea presented above

13



and depends on the account of relatively large distances it

conld be eo that only the study of the decays of chanted particles

will clarify the origin of the л I - 1/2 rule.
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